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Jabra SP 500 Bluetooth Speaker Phone

Product Name: Jabra SP 500 Bluetooth Speaker Phone

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: GIZMO157

    The Jabra SP500 is the most versatile Bluetooth  speakerphone on the market.
Jabra has become the market leader in hands-free  communication products through
the innovation and performance of their products.  The Jabra SP500 is designed to
perform superbly in any location ? in the car,  home or office.  Total Mobility    The
Jabra SP500 is a truly portable Bluetooth  speakerphone, ideal for use in the car, office
or at home. This palm-sized  speakerphone is the perfect companion for a busy mobile
lifestyle ? when  effective communication is key.  No  Installation Required  To enjoy
hands-free,  cordless speakerphone conversation, just place the Jabra SP500 on a
desk or  tabletop and pair with your mobile phone. If you?re out driving, the handy 
travel kit, including clips, suction mount and charger ? means you can clip  it onto your
sun visor or affix to your windshield and keep your eyes on the  road.  Advanced 
features  Innovative, intelligent  features assure you crystal clear hands-free
conversation whatever your  environment. You can keep talking and keep your hands
on the wheel, as it  automatically adjusts speaker volume to account for background
noise with its  specially designed DSP (digital signal processing) solution.  Easy to use 
The Jabra SP500 has been designed for total ease-of-use with the busy  professional
in mind. A dedicated pairing button means you?re just one touch  away from Bluetooth
connection to your mobile phone. Other convenient features  include pivoting
microphone for optimal voice pick-up, digital volume wheel and  mute button for added
privacy.  State-Of-The-Art  With up to 20 hours talk time and 480 hours standby, the
Jabra SP500 will see  you through the working day and beyond! Add to this the latest
Bluetooth  technology 1.2 for faster connection and improved audio quality and you
have one  of the most technologically advanced Bluetooth speakerphones on the
market  today.  Communicate freely and naturally in the hands-free world. Release 
your Jabra.        Specifications                     Part number:     100-45000000-60(EU)    
100-45000000-61(UK)     Bluetooth compliance:     Bluetooth version 1.2 specifications 
   Supported Bluetooth profiles:     Bluetooth headset and hands-free profiles    
Operating range:      Up to 10 metres     Talk time:     Up to 20h     Stand-by time:     Up
to 480h / 20 days     Microphone:     Noise cancelling     Pivoting microphone for optimal
voice pick-up.     Speaker     2 watt RMS, 96 dB, Duplex     Pairing passkey or PIN:    
0000                                                                               Weight (Speakerphone):      170
g               Dimensions (Speakerphone):      125 x 73 x 34mm               Battery type       
       2 x 1.2 volt AA nickel metal hybride (NiMH) rechargeable      that must be fully
charged before you use the speakerphone for the first      time               Materials
(Speakerphone)               Primarily thermoplastic polyurethane and polycarbonate     
plastics               Status mode          Off,      active, standby, mute, low-battery, pairing
and office mode          Additional features:     ? Answer / End call.     ? Voice dial*     ?
Last number redial*     ? Reject call*     ? Call hold / Call wait*     ? Mute button.     ?
One-touch pairing button.     ? Digital sound enhancement via DSP technology.     ?
Automatic volume control.     ? Comes complete with travel and car charger and 2
mounting accessories.                      *Subject to phone and/or network type      Package
Contents:  1 x JABRA SP500 Wireless  Speakerphone 1 x User Manual 1 x Charger  1
x Vehicle power charger 1 x removable suction mount for windscreen 1 x removable
visor clip for in-car sun visor      

Price: R1,153.78
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 04 July, 2006
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